We propose a fast and accurate 6D object pose estimation from a RGB-D image. Our proposed method is template matching based and consists of three main technical components, PCOF-MOD (multimodal PCOF), balanced pose tree (BPT) and optimum memory rearrangement for a coarse-to-fine search. Our model templates on densely sampled viewpoints and PCOF-MOD which explicitly handles a certain range of 3D object pose improve the robustness against background clutters. BPT which is an efficient tree-based data structures for a large number of templates and template matching on rearranged feature maps where nearby features are linearly aligned accelerate the pose estimation. The experimental evaluation on tabletop and binpicking dataset showed that our method achieved higher accuracy and faster speed in comparison with state-of-the-art techniques including recent CNN based approaches. Moreover, our model templates can be trained only from 3D CAD in a few minutes and the pose estimation run in near realtime (23 fps) on CPU. These features are suitable for any real applications.
Introduction
Detecting 3D position and pose (6 degrees of freedom) of object instances is one of the essential techniques in computer vision and is widely used in various applications such as robotic manipulation and augmented reality. These real applications require handling of various objects including texture-less and simple-shaped objects, fast processing time on poor computer resources, and robustness against background clutters and partial occlusions. Additionally, immediate on-site training is also required because the target objects are different in every application.
In recent years, many 6D object pose estimation algorithms based on CNN have been proposed [5, 23, 24, 29, 33, 36] . Though they are fast and robust, they require highperformance but costly GPU and many real/synthetic training samples. It is not realistic for each user to collect and annotate many training samples and run training programs for long hours in every application.
The template matching based approaches [19, 25] and local descriptor based approaches [14, 20] which use only geometric features can be trained from 3D CAD of objects. Though they do not require any additional training samples and the training is done in a shorter time, their estimation accuracy and robustness are often inferior to those of CNN based approaches.
We propose template matching based 6D object pose estimation algorithm from a RGB-D image. Though recent CNN based approaches recover 6D object pose only from a RGB image, the pose refinement using depth information is essential for estimation of precise 6D pose especially for robotic applications. Our proposed algorithm can estimate precise 6D pose (pose errors are less than 1 mm) in realtime on CPU. Moreover, it is robust enough for handling a bin-picking scene and the model templates are trained only from 3D CAD of an object in a few minutes.
Our proposed algorithm consists of three main technical components and the contributions are as follows:
• First component is PCOF-MOD (multi-MODal Perspectively Cumulated Orientation Feature). PCOF-MOD relaxes the matching conditions only for small changes in 3D object pose without increasing false positives under cluttered background.
• Second component is BPT (Balanced Pose Tree). BPT is an efficient tree-based data structure for model templates whose resolutions are coincided with those of an image pyramid. It reduces the search space for 2D position and 3D pose simultaneously and make pose estimation faster.
• Third component is optimum memory rearrangement for a coarse-to-fine search. The input features at lower levels of an image pyramid are rearranged so that the different types of features of neighboring pixels (e.g. 4 by 4) are linearly aligned. Template matching using SIMD instructions is efficiently done on the rearranged feature map.
• We created evaluation dataset in a bin-picking scene. The dataset consists of six mechanical parts which are commonly seen in real factory lines. The objects was captured using an industrial 3D sensor and their 6D pose was fully annotated.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated on public tabletop dataset and our bin-picking dataset. It is compared with the existing methods including recent CNN based approaches.
Related Work
In this section, the existing researches on 6D object pose estimation are reviewed. They are categorized into three approaches; template matching based, local descriptor based and learning based approaches. Template matching based approach. The research on template matching based approach for 6D object pose estimation has started with monocular image in 1990s. The whole appearance of a target object from various viewpoints were used as model templates and the matching between models and inputs was done based on line features [27] , edges and silhouettes [6] , and shock graphs and curves [11] .
Adding depth information makes 6D object pose estimation more robust against background clutters. The fast and robust RGB-D features such as VFH [32] and CVFH [1] have been proposed for robotic applications. Hinterstoisser et al. [17, 19] have proposed LINEMOD where discretized orientations of image gradients and surface normals were used as features. The similarity scores were quickly computed on precomputed response maps and they showed that it was more robust against cluttered background and faster than the existing methods.
The coarse-to-fine search using image pyramid [3, 15, 34] has been widely used for accelerating template matching. This efficient search strategy in 2D image space has been applied to 6D object pose estimation by clustering similar templates [26, 39] . Moreover, template matching using hash tables [21, 25] and GPU-optimized feature vectors [8] have also been proposed for accelerating 6D pose estimation. Local descriptor based approach. In local descriptor based approaches, 6D object pose is recovered from the correspondences or Hough voting based on local features. Various local features extracted on 2D images such as line features [13] , edges [7] and edgelet constellations [12] have been proposed. For more robust estimation, the local descriptors using depth information have also been proposed such as spin image [22] and SHOT [37] .
The point pair feature (PPF) [14] is a most successful and well known 3D local descriptor ever and many extended versions have been proposed. For example, selecting points of boundaries or lines [9] , calculating PPF on segmented point clouds [2] and modified point sampling and voting [20] have been proposed. However, searching the mode in 6D pose space is rather slow compared to template based approaches.
Learning based approach.
Machine learning techniques have been utilized for extracting discriminative features and training classifiers which discriminate foreground/background, object classes and 3D object pose. For example, learning the weights for template matching [30] or voting [38] , learning latent class distribution [35] and learned Hough forest for coordinate regression [4] have been proposed.
In recent years, CNN has been introduced to learning the manifold of 3D object pose [40] . The manifold learning based on convolutional auto encoder [24] and selfsupervised augmented auto encoder [33] have also been proposed. Kehl et al. [23] have proposed SSD-like CNN architecture for estimation of 2D position, class and 3D pose of the object. Instead of estimation of 3D pose class, the projected 2D points of 3D control points or bounding box corners were detected by CNN based detectors [10, 29, 36] .
Although the recent CNN based approaches have often demonstrated higher robustness against background clutters and partial occlusions compared to other two approaches, their training require large number of annotated training samples and take longer hours on GPU.
6D object pose estimation in real applications. The target objects are different in every real application such as robotic manipulation and AR. It is too cumbersome to collect and annotate large number of training samples every time. Therefore, template or local descriptor based approaches are reasonable because their models are trained only from 3D CAD of the objects in a short time. Regarding these two approaches, the existing researches have shown that the template matching based approaches were faster but less scalable to increasing number of object class than the local descriptor based approaches.
Proposed Method
This section introduces our proposed method which consists of three technical components: PCOF-MOD, BPT and memory rearrangement for a coarse-to-fine search. We ex- plain them in the following three subsections and the whole pipeline of 6D pose estimation in the last subsection.
PCOF-MOD: multi-modal PCOF
PCOF-MOD is developed from PCOF (Perspectively Cumulated Orientation Feature) [26] which is robust to the appearance changes caused by the changes in 3D object pose. PCOF is based on gradient orientaions extracted from RGB images and it represents the shapes of object contours. Similar to LINEMOD [17] , we add the orientation of surface normals extracted from depth images which represents the shapes of object surfaces.
We describe the details of PCOF-MOD using CAD of iron ( Figure 2 (a)) in ACCV-3D dataset (Subsection 4.1) as an example. Firstly, depth images are rendered from randomized viewpoints sampled on the spheres whose coordinate axes are aligned with those of target objects. 4 parameters which determine the viewpoints (rotation angles around x, y, optical axes, distance from the object) are generated using uniform random number in a certain range. This range of randomization should be small enough for a single template at a viewpoint can represent the distributions of features. In our research, we experimentally determined the ranges and they are ±10 degrees around xy axes, ±7.5 degrees around optical axis and ±90 mm from objects. Internal camera parameters for rendering depth images should be same as ones of the RGB-D sensor used for pose estimation. Some of the depth images rendered using randomized viewpoints (the center of the range is at 33.9 deg around x axis, 25.5 deg around y axis 0 deg around optical axis and Secondly, gradient vectors and normal vectors are extracted from the rendered N depth images. The gradient vectors are computed only around object contours using Sobel filter and the normal vectors are computed by fitting a plane to nearby pixels [18] .
Thirdly, the distributions of the gradient and normal orientations are computed at each pixel. The directions of gradient and normal vectors are quantized into eight orientations and weights are added to corresponding bins. The weights are linearly interpolated between neighboring bins and added to them. When there is no depth value, no weight is added to the histogram at the pixel. Then two histograms are obtained per pixel whose maximum frequencies are N .
Lastly, we select dominant orientations whose frequencies are larger than a certain threshold (T h) and extract 8 bit binary digits where the bit of the dominant orientations are 1. The frequency values of the maximum bin are also extracted and used as the weight for calculating similarity scores because the features with higher frequencies are more stably observed and more robust against the changes of 3D object pose. The histograms without the dominant orientation are not used for calculating the score.
Four examples of histograms, quantized orientation features (ori) and weights (w) are shown in Figure 3 . These are calculated from the depth images shown in Figure 2 and the threshold for frequencies (T h) were experimentally determined. We used N = 1000 and T h = 100 for the gradient orientations and N = 1000 and T h = 200 for the normal orientations. Regarding the gradient orientations, the votes are distributed to many bins (orientations) and the dominant orientations are not obtained on the corners of objects like pixel A. Contrastingly, the votes are concentrated on a few bins and the dominant orientations with large weights are obtained on the smooth contours of objects like pixel B. Similar to the gradient orientations, the normal orientations with smaller weights are extracted on the corner shapes like pixel C and the orientations with larger weights are extracted on the smooth surface like pixel D. Two kinds of templates (T g: gradient orientation templates, T n: normal orientation templates) are created at each viewpoint and each template consists of n quantized orientations (ori i ) and weights (w i ) of pixels (x i and y i ) whose weights are larger than zero:
A similarity score at pixel (x, y) is calculated by following equations for each template:
The weights are added to the score when any of the orientations of an input image are included in the orientations of model template. The delta function in Equation 2 can be computed efficiently using bitwise AND (∧).
BPT: Balanced Pose Tree
The PCOF-MOD template described in previous subsection is robust to small change in object 3D pose, e.g. within ±10 degrees around xy axes, ±7.5 degrees around optical axis and ±90 mm of the distance to an object in our research. To cover full 3D object pose, PCOF-MOD templates are made at the viewpoints which are regularly sampled on the sphere (Figure 2 (a) ). These viewpoints are the vertices of an almost regular polyhedron and are made Algorithm 1 Building balanced pose tree Input: Orientation histograms H 3 at level 3 Output: [16] . We used the 1280 faced polyhedrons (642 vertices) for sampling viewpoints of PCOF-MOD templates because the angles between neighboring viewpoints are approximately 8 degrees around xy axes and single PCOF-MOD template (±10 degrees) can fully cover this range. The templates are also made at 70 mm intervals in distance to an object and 6 degrees intervals around an optical axis so that it (±90 mm and ±7.5 degrees) can fully cover these intervals.
We integrate all these templates into balanced pose tree (BPT) which consists of the hierarchical templates with different resolutions and viewpoint intervals. We used sparse viewpoints at the lower image resolutions because the small differences in 3D pose are not recognized at the lower resolution images. This reduces the number of templates to be scanned at the higher pyramid levels and make pose estimation more efficient.
Our BPT consists of four levels (depth 0 ... 3) and the viewpoint sampling becomes denser at the deeper layer. We use the vertices of icosahedron shown in the left of Figure 4 as the root nodes of BPT and link each root node to its nearest vertices of depth 1 (80 faced polyhedron). Each parent node has three or four child nodes and this procedure is iterated from depth 1 to depth 2 and from depth 2 to depth 3. We also decrease the intervals by half for the rotation angles around optical axis and the distance to the object. Therefore, our BPT is a group of B-trees of depth 3 where each parent node has 12 or 16 child nodes.
The gradient and normal templates (T g and T n) at depth 2 and the upper levels are made in a bottom-up way using the templates of one level lower and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, the orientation histograms (H i+1 ) of the child nodes (C i+1 ) which has same parent node (P i ) are added and normalized at each pixel. The number of child nodes are 12 or 16 and their 3D pose (including the angles around optical axis and the distance to the object) are slightly different. The added histograms represent wider distribution of orientation which should be handled by the parent node. Secondly, the resolution of the added histograms (H ′′ i+1,j ) are reduced to half by adding and normalizing the histograms of nearby 2 × 2 pixels. Lastly, the binary orientation features and weights of the templates (T i,j ) are extracted by thresholding the histograms. These procedures are iterated to depth 0.
Memory rearrangement for a coarse-to-fine search
Our pose estimation algorithm uses two kinds of binary features, one is quantized gradidnt orientations extracted from RGB image and another is quantized normal orientations extracted from depth image. The upper images of Figure 5 show the part of features extracted from 10-by-10 pixel size images. The blue and green numbers indicate the memory address which start at the top-left of the images.
When the template is scanned exhaustively on the top of the image pyramid, the calculation of similarity scores is easily accelerated by using SIMD instructions. In case of Intel AVX intrinsics, 256 bit register is available and 32 model features (8 bit However, on the lower levels of the pyramid, the templates are searched only around the promising areas selected by the matching results of one level upper. On the image pyramids where the size of the lower image is increased to double, the templates are searched in 2-by-2 pixels, for example '0', '1', '10', '11' in Figure 5 . In this case, the features to be compared with the templates are not linearly aligned and applying SIMD instructions is not effective. We propose the algorithm which rearranges nearby features in a rectangular grid into a linearly aligned form and the template matching is done highly efficiently on the rearranged feature map using SIMD instructions.
In this paper, two kinds of 8 bit features are used and 32 features are processed at one time using Intel AVX intrinsics. In order to make full use of this, we rearrange these two kinds of features in 4-by-4 pixels into 32 linearly aligned features (the lower image in Figure 5 ). When there is promising results in 2-by-2 pixels at the upper level of the pyramids, the corresponding 4-by-4 pixels at the lower level are searched and any 4-by-4 features on the rearranged feature map can be accessed in a linearly aligned form. The model templates (Equation 1) also should be rearranged in the same order as the feature map.
Our proposed feature rearrangement for an efficient coarse-to-fine search can be applied to any length binary or floating-point features. We should note that the rearrangement takes a few milliseconds and the rearranged feature map consumes more memory by 4 times than original input features.
6D object pose estimation and refinement
In pose estimation, firstly, the image pyramids of RGB-D input are made and the quantized gradient and normal orientations are computed from a RGB and depth image. Secondly, the root nodes of BPT are scanned at the top level of the feature pyramids. The similarity scores of the gradients and the normals are computed using Equation 2 and the results whose sum of the scores are larger than a certain threshold are selected as the promising results. These results (pose and position) are further searched at the lower levels of the pyramids (on the rearranged feature map) using the templates at the lower depth of the tree. At the bottom of the pyramids, the detected positions on the image and their 3D pose of the matched templates are obtained after non-maximum suppression. The correspondences between 2D points on the image and 3D points on CAD are obtained and 6D object pose is retrieved by solving PnP problem [28] . Lastly, the obtained 6D pose is refined using ICP algorithm [31] . 
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated our proposed algorithm and compared it with state-of-the-art methods in different two scenes. One was tabletop scene for AR and service robots in housing space. Another was bin-picking scene for industrial robots in factories.
Evaluation on public tabletop dataset
For evaluation in a tabletop scene, ICVL dataset [35] (we used corrected annotation [24] ) and ACCV-3D dataset [19] which were publicly available RGB-D dataset were used. ICVL dataset consists of 6 kinds of objects and ACCV-3D dataset consists of 15 kinds of objects (13 objects whose CAD are provided were evaluated). Both of them provide CAD data of the target objects and the ground truth of 6D object pose which were annotated using AR markers. Examples of depth and RGB images of both dataset are shown in Figure 6 .
The pose of objects in both dataset ranges from -90 to 90 degrees around x and y axes, from -45 to 45 degrees around z axis (optical axis). The distance from the camera ranges from 450 to 1100 mm for ICVL dataset and from 650 to 1150 mm for ACCV-3D dataset. For our proposed algorithm, model templates were trained in the ranges of the object pose. Our algorithm was implemented using C++ and ran on Windows PC (Core i7-7700 3.6GHz) using 4 cores. The estimation accuracy and speed was compared with the existing template based [19] and learning based [23, 24, 35] methods.
We ran our program using various thresholds and calculated recall, precision and F1 score. When the average distance between the model points which are transformed by ground truth and those by estimated pose is smaller than k m d, the estimation is regarded as correct. Table 2 . F1 scores on ACCV-3D dataset.
of the object and we use 0.15 as the coefficient k m which is same in [24] .
Estimation accuracy. The F1 scores on ICVL and ACCV-3D dataset are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . The F1 scores by existing algorithms which were evaluated in [23, 24] are also shown in the tables. Our proposed algorithm achieved the highest score among the state-of-the-art methods on 119 n/a 671 109 43.3 Table 3 . Processing time (ms) on ACCV-3D dataset.
ACCV-3D dataset and the second highest on ICVL dataset. There are two reasons why our algorithm has an advantage over existing template based (LINEMOD) and learning based (LC-HF and Kehl) algorithms. One is that we sample viewpoints, roll angles and camera distances more densely for making model templates. On ACCV-3D dataset, our algorithm uses 41,088 templates (321 viewpoints, 16 roll angles and 8 distances) and the existing algorithms use 3,402 templates (81 viewpoints, 7 roll angles and 6 distances). Using more templates makes pose estimation more accurate and robust because the pose differences between objects in captured images and model templates become smaller. Another reason is that our proposed feature PCOF-MOD is extracted from a large number of depth images those are synthesized within a certain range of 3D object pose and the feature is robust to small pose changes of objects. Due to this, PCOF-MOD relaxes only the matching conditions for target objects without increasing false positives under cluttered background and is matched to the testing objects whose poses are slightly different from those of model templates.
Though SSD-6D is learning based method which discriminates target objects from background, it uses only a RGB image. Hinterstoisser et al. [17] showed that adding depth information made pose estimation more robust against background clutters. This is why the mean F1 score of SSD-6D was lower than those of Kehl and ours which used both of RGB and depth on ACCV-3D dataset. Meanwhile, the mean F1 score of SSD-6D was highest on ICVL dataset. This is due to that ICVL dataset includes more partial occlusions compared to ACCV-3D dataset. These occlusions have influenced both on RGB and depth features, and degrade more largely the performance of RGB-D based methods.
Processing time. Mean processing time of the existing methods for ACCV-3D dataset are shown in Table 3 (only the time of LC-HF were not provided in the paper). These timing results are taken from each paper and the algorithms were executed on different computing environments. However, Kehl and SSD-6D are CNN based methods and were evaluated using GPU (Geforce GTX Titan X for Kehl and GTX 1080 for SSD-6D). These two methods should have taken more than a few seconds on CPU. When comparing ours with LINEMOD, ours is faster approximately by 3 times than LINEMOD on a rather faster CPU (Core i7-2820QM 2.3GHz for LINEMOD and Core i7-7700 3.6GHz for ours) using same number of cores (4 cores). From these, we can conclude that our proposed method is the fastest among the existing methods. Table 4 . F1 scores on bin-picking dataset.
The processing time without the memory rearrangement was 121.7 ms on ACCV-3D dataset. Therefore, our proposed rearrangement could make 6D pose estimation faster by approximately three times.
Evaluation on our bin-picking dataset
Our algorithm was evaluated also on our bin-picking dataset where the objects were randomly piled in a bin. The depth and grayscale images (1280 × 1024 resolution) of six kinds of mechanical parts were captured using an industrial 3D sensor (Ensenso X36, IDS Gmbh). A total of 60 images were taken per object which included 5 different patterns of piling, 4 rotation angles of a bin and 3 viewing angles of the 3D sensor. 6D pose of visible target objects (more than 70 % of the surface are captured by the sensor) were manually annotated and then refined by ICP. These annotated pose were transformed to the images of the rotated bin and different viewing angles based on AR markers which surrounded the bin. 5 to 10 objects were annotated per bin and the total numbers of annotated objects were 610 (Bolt), 430 (Connector), 210 (Holder), 412 (Nut), 381 (Pipe) and 388 (SheetMetal). Example images for each object are shown in Figure 7 .
The existing method [14] which consists of point-pair feature (PPF) and generalized Hough transform was also evaluated on bin-picking dataset. "Surface-based Matching" which implements PPF on the commercial machine vision software "Halcon13" (MvTec Gmbh in Germany) was used for the evaluation. Both of PPF and our method used 3D CAD for training and were ran on the same PC (Core i7-7700 3.6GHz) using 4 cores. The area for pose estimation were limited to inside the bin (approx. 700 × 400 pix).
Estimation accuracy. On our bin-picking dataset, the estimated pose was regarded as correct when the absolute differences of 6 pose parameters (xyz positions and rotation angles) between the estimated pose and the ground truth were smaller than threshold values. The threshold values of 5 mm in positions and 7.5 degrees in rotations were used. F1 scores of ours and PPF are shown in Table 4 . The scores of ours are higher than those of PPF on all objects. PPF describes only the shapes of object surfaces and does not explicitly represent the shapes of object contours. This is why the performance of PPF is degraded when the target ob- Table 5 . Processing time (ms) with and without the memory rearrangement (MemRea) on bin-picking dataset.
jects are industrial parts which commonly consists of simple primitive shapes like planes and cylinders. The features representing object contours are also helpful for pose estimation of such simple-shaped objects.
Processing time. The processing time of PPF and ours with and without the memory rearrangement are shown in Table 5 . PPF should be calculated on all pairs of neighboring 3D point clouds. This leads to longer computation time compared to the per-pixel features like LINEMOD and ours. Furthermore, our algorithm is accelerated by more than two times when using the memory rearrangement and this brought us 35 times faster speed than PPF. The time on bin-picking dataset were longer by two times than time on the tabletop datasets because 5 to 10 objects should be detected on bin-picking dataset while 1 to 3 objects on tabletop datasets.
Estimation error. Mean absolute errors of our proposed algorithm for 3D positions (mm) along xyz axes and rotation angles (deg) around xyz axes on bin-picking dataset are shown in Table 6 . These errors are averaged only among the successful results whose errors are less than the thresh- Table 6 . Mean absolute errors on bin-picking dataset.
old values. The errors in positions are less than 0.5 mm and those in rotations are less than 1.0 degrees. These are small enough even for robotic manipulation in industrial applications.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed real-time 6D object pose estimation from a RGB-D image using only CPU. Our algorithm is template matching based and consists of three main technical components: PCOF-MOD, BPT and memory rearrangement for a coarse-to-fine search. The model templates which are made on densely sampled viewpoints and PCOF-MOD which is robust to the change in object 3D pose contribute to the improved robustness against background clutters. BPT which is an efficient tree-based data structure and template matching using SIMD instructions on the rearranged feature map make pose estimation faster. The experimental evaluations on public tabletop and our bin-picking datasets demonstrated that our proposed method was more accurate and faster than the state-of-theart methods which include recent CNN based methods.
